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Single-layer multiband infrared metallodielectric photonic crystals
designed by genetic algorithm optimization
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Metallodielectric photonic crystalssMDPCsd consisting of a planar periodic array of metallic patch
elements designed by genetic algorithmsGAd optimization were patterned on flexible dielectric
substrates and exhibit strong mid- and far-infraredsIRd dual-band response. The GA uses biological
principles of natural selection to evolve nonintuitive geometries by optimizing the MDPC scattering
response based on a user-defined fitness function. The transmission spectra measured on two
different MDPCs optimized for optically thin and thick substrates have two strong stop bands with
attenuation greater than 10 dB, which agree well with those predicted by full-wave periodic method
of momentssPMMd modeling. This versatile GA optimization approach will facilitate design of
scaled mid- and near-IR MDPCs with user-defined scattering response. ©2005 American Institute

of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1868884g
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Metallodielectric photonic crystalssMDPCsd have bee
the subject of considerable interest recently for the scie
cally fascinating and technologically attractive optical pr
erties they exhibit. For example, light transmission has
observed through one-dimensional photonic crystalssPCsd
comprised of alternating layers of metal and dielectric w
the total metal thickness is many times the skin depth.1,2 In
two dimensions, periodic arrays of metal nanoparti
placed on a dielectric that supports guided optical m
have been used to suppress light extinction within
particle-plasmon resonance.3,4 Finally, infrared sIRd filters
that have one or more resonant transmission stop or
bands have been demonstrated using two- and t
dimensional MDPCs.5–11

Recently, we designed single-layer IR MDPCs that
dual-band transmission response with strong band reje
s.10 dBd using a full-wave periodic method of mome
sPMMd model and exploiting the self-similar geometry
fractal metallic patch elements.10 The excellent agreeme
between the spectra predicted by PMM simulations and
sured experimentally on fractal MDPCs with the same ge
etry show that PMM modeling accurately determines
scattering response of such structures. However, the
metrical constraints associated with fractal MDPCs imp
limitations in design flexibility, which include the ability
tailor the design for specific stop-band positions, angula
pendence of the incident radiation, and arbitrary subs
thickness. In this letter, we report on the implementation
experimental verification of a versatile design technique
employs genetic algorithmsGAd optimization to create use
defined MDPCs with nonintuitive metallic element geo
etries that exhibit strong dual-band IR transmission
sponses in a single-layer structure.

GAs have been used previously as an effective op
zation technique for designing microwave antennas and
quency selective surfaces.12,13 The ability to optimize man
variables simultaneously also makes this approach
suited for designing MDPCs. In this optimization proced
biological principles of natural selection are used to fin
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solution with an approximate global maximum of a u
defined fitness function.14 The GA explores a large soluti
space by randomly generating an initial population of s
tions where all the variable parameters of each solution
encoded in a binary string or chromosome. The fitnes
each solution in the population is evaluated and “parents
chosen; solutions with the highest fitness have the
chance of being selected. A crossover operator is then u
splice the parents’ chromosomes to generate “offspring”
next generation population with characteristics that are
rived from the naturally selected parents. As shown in
flowchart in Fig. 1, the process continues over many ge
tions until a solution that meets the specified fitness val
determined.

The GA optimization was implemented by represen
the pixels that comprise one unit cell of the periodic m
patch element pattern as a binary string where each b
state indicates the presences“1” d or absences“0” d of metal
on a given pixel. The pixel size was fixed by the minim
resolution that could be achieved during MDPC fabricat
and the unit-cell size was included in the chromosome
FIG. 1. Flowchart of the GA used for MDPC design.
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variable parameter. Eight-fold symmetry was applied to
unit cell to ensure polarization insensitivity of the final str
ture. The fitness of each possible solution was evaluate
comparing the PMM-calculated scattering response with
desired response described by the fitness function give

Fitness =
1

ostop bands
Ptrans+ opass bands

Prefl

, s1d

where Ptrans and Prefl are the transmittance and reflectan
which are both maximized over the desired stop and
bands of the MDPC.

We verified the validity of this GA-based optimizati
design approach by creating a dual-band IR MDPC wi
transmission response similar to that of the two-stage fr
structures studied previously.10 The fitness function was s
lected to reward reflection for normally incident radiation
the two desired stop-band wavelengths of 23 and 40mm, and
transmission at the remaining wavelengths of 10–100mm
over which the optimization was performed. For the in
study, the dielectric substrate on which the aluminum m
elements were defined was a polyimide film with a fi
thickness of 0.5mm, which is optically thinsi.e., less tha
1/20 of the shortest resonant wavelengthd and has very goo
IR transparency in the wavelength regime of interest.
design optimization was conducted using published valu
wavelength dependent metallic loss15 and an approxima
wavelength independent substrate effective permittivit
«r =3.0−0.3j.

16 Although this design was optimized for no
mally incident radiation, it should be noted that this appro
also facilitates designs where the spectral response o
MDPC can be optimized for arbitrary angles of incident
diation. Moreover, in more sophisticated designs, the
strate thickness and permittivity can be optimized or sele
from a table of available dielectric materials by the GA.

One unit cell of the MDPC produced by this GA des
optimization strategy is shown in Fig. 2sad, which includes
the binary representation of each pixel overlaid on one o
eight symmetric folds. It measures 23.2323.2mm2 and has
16316 pixilation. The simulated transmission spectrum
the MDPC is shown by the dashed curve in Fig. 3,
contains two strong stop bandss.15 dBd at the requeste

FIG. 2. sad GA-optimized unit cell with overlaid chromosome values of
MDPC designed for a 0.5mm polyimide substrate with stop bands at 23
43 mm. sbd SEM image of the fabricated MDPC.scd Modeled geometr
trimmed to the fabricated MDPC.sdd–sfd Corresponding process for t
MDPC designed for a 4mm thick polyimide substrate with stop bands at
and 75mm.
wavelengths of 23 and 40mm.
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The MDPC was fabricated by patterning a 1 cm2 peri-
odic array of the unit cell on top of a 0.5mm thick polyimide
substrate, which was deposited by spin coating onto a s
wafer that served as a mechanical support. The meta
ments were defined using conventional optical lithogra
followed by liftoff of a 75 nm thick layer of thermal
evaporated aluminum. Prior to spectral characterization
silicon immediately beneath the MDPC active area wa
moved by selective etching in sodium hydroxide. The
designed MDPC unit cell required slight geometrical m
fications si.e., trimmingd to facilitate pattern transfer usi
optical lithography, which included separating and/or rem
ing adjacent metal pixels that touched only at their corn
This is illustrated in the scanning electron microscopesSEMd
image of a fully fabricated unit cell shown in Fig. 2sbd.
Transmission spectra of these structures were collected
the sample at normal incidence to the IR beam usin
Bruker Optics Equinox 55 Fourier transform infrared sp
trometer and normalized to the background of the subs

The measured transmission spectrum is shown by
solid curve in Fig. 3, and contains two stop bands center
17 and 39mm each with attenuation greater than 15
While there is good correspondence between the mo
and measured stop band centered at 40mm, the second sto
band is shifted significantly to shorter wavelengths. This
result of differences in unit-cell geometry introduced by
tern trimming and transfer. To verify this, the pixilation
the unit cell of the modeled MDPC was increased to
332 to produce a pattern that more accurately represen
as-fabricated structure illustrated in Fig. 2scd. The modele
transmission spectrum that takes these differences int
count is shown as the open circles in Fig. 3. As is evi
from this comparison, there is very good agreement bet
the modeled and measured transmission spectra whe
unit-cell geometries of the modeled and fabricated struc
are nearly identical, and metallic and dielectric loss is
cluded in the model. The most significant deviation betw
the two spectra is noted at shorter wavelengths, and
likely be attributed to the use of a wavelength indepen

FIG. 3. Transmission spectra of GA-optimized MDPC designed f
0.5 mm thick polyimide substrate with stop-bands at 23 and 43mm. The
dashed curve shows the response of the original design optimized by t
fFig. 2sadg with stop bands at the requested positions. The solid curve
measured response of the fabricated structurefFig. 2sbdg. The circles show
the modeled response after the metal patch elements are trimmed to
the fabricated structurefFig. 2scdg. The modeled spectra include dielec
and metallic losses.
complex permittivity in the model.
 license or copyright, see http://apl.aip.org/apl/copyright.jsp
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For many applications, it is advantageous for the
strate to be mechanically flexible and of sufficient stren
that it can be readily removed from the sacrificial wafer u
during processing. To accomplish this, we investigated
signs that use thicker 4mm polyimide substrates. It shou
be noted that MDPC designs based on more convent
resonant patch elements typically have one or more spu
stop bands due to the presence of standing waves i
substrate when the dielectric substrate is not optically
The GA-based design can overcome this limitation by o
mizing over a large solution space such that spurious
bands are penalized in the fitness function and are c
quently minimized. This was investigated by designin
MDPC for a 4mm thick substrate with stop bands speci
at 38 and 75mm for normally incident radiation using G
optimization over the 27–100mm wavelength range. On
unit cell of the MDPC designed to meet these requirem
is shown in Fig. 2sdd. The modeled transmission spectr
for this design that accounts for material losses is show
the dashed curve in Fig. 4 and has strong stop bands ce
at 37 and 71mm, which are nearly identical to the reques
stop-band positions. A SEM image of the as-fabrica
trimmed unit cell for this design is shown in Fig. 2sed.

The transmission spectrum of the MDPC was meas
at normal incidence after it was removed from the sacrifi
silicon wafer. As shown by the solid curve in Fig. 4,
fabricated MDPC has two stop bands with attenuatio
approximately 18 dB centered at 28 and 61mm. As noted
previously for the thin 0.5mm substrate MDPC design, t
stop-band positions are shifted considerably to 28
61 mm from the designed positions of 38 and 75mm. The
modeled response determined using a modified unit cel
more accurately reflects the geometry of the as-fabric
trimmed structurefFig. 2sfdg is given as open circles in Fi
4. This demonstrates the excellent correspondence be
the measured and modeled MDPC spectra for wavele
greater than 25mm, where the wavelength independent
electric permittivity incorporated into the model satisfac

FIG. 4. Transmission spectra of GA-optimized MDPC designed for a 4mm
thick polyimide substrate with stop bands at 38 and 75mm. The dashe
curve shows the response of the original design optimized by the GAfFig.
2sddg with stop bands at the requested positions. The solid curve i
measured response of the fabricated structurefFig. 2sedg. The circles show
the modeled response after the metal patch elements are trimmed to
the fabricated structurefFig. 2sfdg. The modeled spectra include dielec
and metallic losses.
rily accounts for substrate loss. In the future, the wavelength
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dependent complex dielectric permittivity of each subs
will be measured using IR spectroscopic ellipsometry
incorporated into the model to further improve the accu
of the GA design optimization procedure.

In conclusion, single-layer dual-band IR MDPCs that
comprised of a periodic array of metallic patch elements
signed by GA optimization were investigated theoretic
and experimentally. This design technique uses biolo
principles of natural selection to optimize the PMM-mode
scattering response based on a user-defined fitness fun
which allows greater flexibility when compared to desi
that use simple resonant patch elements. We verified th
lidity of this approach by designing and implementing d
band MDPCs that were optimized for specific stop band
optically thin and thicks0.5 and 4.0mmd polyimide sub
strates. In both cases, there was very good agreeme
tween the modeled and measured transmission spectra
geometrical factors and material loss were considered. M
over, the attenuation in all of the transmission stop b
exceeded the targeted value of 10 dB required for most
performance applications. These design methodologies
facilitate further scaling of the MDPCs into the mid- a
near-IR wavelength regime using advanced nanolithogra
techniques, such as imprint lithography.17 Future work is
aimed at investigating these scaled structures as well a
corporating geometrical design rules into the GA optim
tion routine to produce MDPC designs that account for
practical constraints imposed on the patch elements d
fabrication.
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